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Are you a rugging pro? 

Test your knowledge 

here and 昀椀nd out!

M
olly’s having some trouble with rugging 
her pony Johnny. Can you help her? 
After all, having ace knowledge about 
rugs is super-important to keeping your 

pony happy and healthy!

Molly’s taking off Johnny’s 
rug. Which end should she 
start from?

A The front

b The middle

c The back

Johnny’s a good-doer. He’s 
fully clipped and it’s raining 
and 6°C outside. What rug 
should Molly put on him to turn 
him out?  

A Lightweight turnout rug

b Heavyweight turnout

c Mediumweight turnout

How often should Molly clean 
Johnny’s rug?

A Every week

b When the inside is dirty

c Once a month

Johnny’s rug is rubbing his 
shoulders. What can Molly do 
to help stop this?

A Change the brand of rug

b Use a rug bib 

c Leave him unrugged  

Johnny’s torn his middleweight 
turnout so Molly needs to 
buy a new one. How much fill 
should she look for?

A 100–200g

b 250g and over

c 0–100g

Check your 

answers at  

bit.ly/

PNY_QUIZ_

ANSWERS or 

scan here….
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Why should Molly loop the 
hindleg straps on Johnny’s 
rug through each other? 

A It keeps him comfy

b It makes the rug look better

c It reduces rubbing on his legs 
and keeps the rug in place
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0–3 points 
Rugging rut

A good effort, 
but you’re not 
quite there with 
your rugging 
knowledge yet. 
Spend a bit more 
time swotting up 
on rugging and 
you’ll be on your 
way to helping 
Molly soon!

4–6 points
Rugging 

in-betweener

So close, yet so 
far! You need to 
pay attention to 
the finer details 
and think about 
the answers 
a little more 
carefully. Don’t 
worry – you’ll nail 
it soon! 

7–8 points
Rugging pro

Great work! 
Molly is feeling 
confident now 
you’ve helped her 
with her rugging 
dilemmas. She’s 
feeling prepared 
for the winter 
ahead and it 
looks as if you 
are, too! 
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HOW DID YOU GET ON?

What factors does Molly need to 
take into account when rugging 
Johnny? 

A  His weight, the weather, whether 
he’s clipped, his age and type

b Just his weight

c  The weather and whether he’s 
clipped 
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What symptoms might 
Johnny display if he’s too hot 
in his rug?  
(tick all that apply)

A Sweating

b Restlessness

c Rapid heart and breathing 
rates
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